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Historic Environment Record
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Integrated Administration and Control System

OS

Ordnance Survey

YDNPA Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority
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1. Introduction
1.1 Named on historical and modern Ordnance Survey (OS) mapping as ‘Sell Gill Barn’, the
structure that forms the focus of this report was originally a farmhouse and is referred to in
this document as Sell Gill Farmhouse. The house is seen today in a ruinous condition with
the north elevation and east gable walls surviving to more or less full height, but the other
two external and the two internal walls have been reduced to their lower courses only. The
house is centred on National Grid Reference SD81113 74392 (at 350m AOD); it is aligned
south-west to north-east.
1.2 Associated with the former farmhouse is a standing field barn – properly called Sell Gill
Barn – which was fully restored in 2019 under the Lottery-funded Stories in Stone scheme. It
is sited at SD81082 74407 (at 348m AOD); and is aligned on the same orientation as the
house.
1.3 The house, the barn and the present and former enclosures that formed the discrete Sell
Gill farming unit are grounded on Carboniferous Great Scar Limestone strata (Fig. 2). They
outcrop below the farmstead site to the east, around the quarry lying north of the site and in
the gorge-like Sell Gill Holes to the south. East of and above Harber Scar Lane (formerly
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Langstrothdale Road) the limestone is masked by a veneer of glacial till towards the
southern end of the Upper Ribblesdale drumlin swarm.

Fig. 2 Enclosures associated with Sell Gill farm. According to the 1821 and 1847
enclosure awards, all walls west of Langstrothdale Road were ‘ancient enclosures’, ie erected before
the lifetime of any then-living person.

1.4 The site lies within Field no. SD81740934 and is part of the Main Holding no.
48/857/0022. Its IACS-compliant number is SD81741139. Land use is characterised as
Grassland UX2/A13.

2. Rationale and Aims
2.1 The project leader was approached by the landowners with a view to undertaking some
investigative work on the site as they were keen to know more about its history and internal
arrangements. In turn, the leader offered the work to Ingleborough Archaeology Group as a
discrete Group project.
2.2 The aims and objectives were formulated with this request in mind:
a. archival research examining surviving probate wills and inventories, census
records and parish records (baptisms, marriages and burials),
b. targetted invasive work on the building to investigate its internal morphology
(number of cells [ie rooms], position of internal and external doorways, nature of
internal and external walls, nature of flooring, existence of external plinths, existence
of padstones suggesting cruck construction),
c. logging and identification of any artefacts found within the building,
d. interpretation of results to understand the building’s original and later functions.
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2.3 It was the intention from the outset, subject to landowner approval, to leave the site in a
‘tidier’ and more understandable nature than prior to work commencing.

3. Historical Context
3.1 Sell Gill lies within what was in the medieval era part of Jervaulx Abbey’s estate that
extended from Langstrothdale through Oughtershaw, Beckermonds and Greenfield into
Upper Ribblesdale, encompassing all the land east of the Ribble from High Birkwith to
Studfold and Helwith Bridge.
3.2 Many of the farms that exist today within the area would have started off as Jervaulx
possessions with High Birkwith having been the grange, ie the centre of the estate, west of
the main watershed. The earliest known dates (HHG1984, 9) are:
High Birkwith
Fawber
Harber
New Houses
Scale

1189
1228
1297
1378
1399

3.3 Other farms were probably later foundations though it is stressed that the dates given
here, in both lists, are first recorded dates rather than foundation dates which are not known.
Dry Lade (1672), Old Ing (1695) and Top (1728) fall into the latter category; Sell Gill is first
known from 1591, some fifty years after the monasteries were dissolved and their lands sold
off or granted to individuals of substance. Jervaulx’s estate in Ribblesdale was granted to
Matthew, Earl of Lennox, but sold in 1570 to the Leonard family from Kent and passed on in
1598 to Ralph Bosvile, both presumably speculative landowners and businessmen.
Individual farming units were leased to sitting tenants on 99-year leases (HHG 1984, 15-16).
3.4 A charter from the reign of Henry III, of 1228, noted that Jervaulx held six bovates of
ploughland plus rights of pasture and the homage of tenant Richard Clerk of Fawber, a
bovate being the equivalent area of land that could be ploughed by a single ox, estimated at
15 acres. Having the surname ‘clerk’ at that time suggests Richard, or his antecedents, was
literate and probably employed by the abbey in a clerical or administrative function.
3.5 Parish Records – Marriages from Sell Gill
No marriages are attributable to Sell Gill: the records are deficient.
3.6 Parish Records – Burials from Sell Gill
Three are recorded: Edmund Tayler (sic) died 27 April 1615, Ellin Taylor died 15 June 1662,
and Bridget, daughter of Leonard Sidgwick, husbandman, died 14 May 1733. Ellin may well
have been the daughter of Edmund and elder (deceased) sister of Agnes, born in 1663.
3.7 Parish records – baptisms from Sell Gill
Eighteen baptisms were entered in the Horton parish records directly attributable to Sell Gill,
between 1663 and 1788 (Table 1). The full range of records for the parish is 1556-1812.
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Table 1 Baptisms recorded for Sell Gill
Date
8 Nov 1663
26 Nov 1729
3 Sep 1732
10 Oct 1742
27 Jan 1747
4 Sep 1757
25 Dec 1758
9 Oct 1762
28 Sep 1760
16 Oct 1763
11 May 1766
24 Jan 1770
15 Sep 1771
25 Dec 1773
8 Dec 1776
25 Mar 1779
8 May 1785
3 Oct 1788

Child’s name
Agnes
Laurance
Alice
Ann
Isabel
Robert
Ellen
John
Ann
Anges
Jennet
Jinny
Thomas
Anthony
Ellin
Nanny
Anthony
Jennet

Father’s name

Status

Edmund Taylor
James Burton
James Burton
James Green
John Myers
John Taylor
John Taylor
John Taylor
John Taylor
John Taylor
John Taylor
Thomas Redmayne
Thomas Redmayne
Thomas Redmayne
John Armitstead
John Armitstead
Adam Procter
James Hudson

?
husbandman
husbandman
husbandman
farmer
yeoman
yeoman
farmer
farmer
farmer
farmer
farmer
farmer
farmer
farmer
farmer
?
farmer

Notes
1
2
3
4

Survival of parish records is patchy, especially for the seventeenth century,
Many parish record entries did not state the precise place of residence,
On the social scale a yeoman was generally considered higher than a husbandman,
The term ‘farmer’ did not enter usage in its modern sense until the mid eighteenth century.

Probate Records
3.8 Baptismal records confirm the presence of the Taylor family at Sell Gill in 1663 and in the
eighteenth century, and the earliest probate record in the immediate area also relates to a
Taylor, namely Thomas who made his will in 1439. He was described in the probate
document as being de Falbergh, ie ‘of Fawber’. In his will he appointed as executors his
wife, Margaret, and his kinsman John Tallour Senior of Newhouse. In 1462 John Talior, de
Horton, died intestate.
3.9 The first documentary record that can definitively be ascribed to Sell Gill was the will of
Agnes Taylor, widow, dated 1591 and described ‘of Silgill’. She bequeathed her meagre
monetary resources to her son-in-law, Edmund Taylor of Sellgill, Edward Taylor, Agnes
Taylor, William Howson (‘my sonne’, ie son-in-law) and William’s children. The balance of
her goods was bequeathed to her ‘sonne’ John Howson. Among the witnesses were Myles
Taylor and Anthony Taylor. The Taylors were clearly a major presence in the New HousesFawber area.
3.10 In 1606 the will of Elizabeth Taylor of Fawber, daughter-in-law of Thomas Taylor, sister
of Agnes and brother of Edmond, was witnessed by Edmond Taylor of Selgill, John Taylor
and another Edmond Taylor. One of the Edmonds – ‘farmer’ – died intestate in 1615.
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3.11 Further wills relate to:
James Taylor of Fawber, 1626
Brian Taylor of Fawber, 1658
John Taylor of Fawber, 1683
Myles Taylor of Sell Gill, 1747, ‘farmer’
? Taylor of Sell Gill, 1758-60, ‘farmer’
3.12 Unrelated to the Taylor dynasty, but resident at Fawber, were Richard Procter (will,
1683), Laurence Dowbiggin (will, 1740) and Thomas Procter (will, 1781).
3.13 Also unrelated to the Taylors and resident at Sell Gill, were
? Morphet of Sell Gill, 1769, ‘farmer’
? Redmayne of Sell Gill, 1771, ‘farmer’
? Armistead of Sell Gill, 1776-79, ‘farmer’
while, in 1781, Thomas Bradley of Sell Gill was buried at Giggleswick.
3.14 Historical Mapping
The First Edition of OS Six-Inch mapping, surveyed in 1847, showed a ground plan for Sell
Gill that is markedly different from what is to be seen on the ground today (Fig. 3). The
Second Edition, surveyed in 1893, was identical to the 1847 map.

Fig. 3 OS mapping, 1847 and 1893

The house was depicted with an outshot extending from the north side wall and a large
porch or outshot extending from the south wall, both towards the west end of the building.
The Revised Edition of 1907 omitted the rear outshot and depicted a much-reduced front
outshot (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 OS mapping, 1907

Early editions of OS mapping did not always depict building ground plans with total
accuracy; certainly there is no evidence on the ground of the footings of the front porch or
outshut, though the field wall extending from near the west end of the north wall for c. 3m
towards the field gate is of the same build as the surviving north wall of the house so most
likely was part of the north outshut. It is relevant to note that the 1893 and 1907 editions
depicted Sell Gill Barn as a rectangular box rather than its present L-shaped ground plan,
whereas the 1847 edition showed its L-shape.
3.15 Lime Kilns
Closely associated physically with Sell Gill are the scant remains of two lime kilns. Both
survive only as a hollow cut into the hillslope within which each kiln had been built. One is
sited c. 150m west of Sell Gill, immediately south of the footpath leading to Fawber, at
SD8101 7439: this is recorded by the YDNPA is lime kiln HOR 21 and is entered on the HER
as MYD25631 (Fig. 5). The quarries that served the kiln lie either side of the kiln, cut back
into natural limestone bedrock. This kiln was marked on the 1847 OS First Edition six-inch
map but not on the 1847 enclosure map (WRRD 1847).

Fig. 5 Lime kiln HOR 21(the kiln site is just left of the ewe and lamb)
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The second kiln site (HOR 22, MYD25632) lies between the Ribble Way footpath and Harber
Scar Lane, at SD8110 1821; 1847 enclosure maps mark it as ‘Old Limekiln’ and the 1847
OS map as a ‘lime kiln’. Both would most likely have gone out of use by 1847. The 1821
enclosure map (WRRD 1821) named the adjacent quarry as ‘Sellgill Quarry’, the 1847 map
as ‘Sell Gill Stone Quarry’. It can be assumed that HOR 21 was purely for local use whereas,
lying on what was called Langstrothdale Road, HOR 22 may well have sold quicklime over a
wider area including Horton in Ribblesdale itself.

Fig. 6 Lime kiln HOR 22

4. Sell Gill Barn
4.1 Until restored under Stories in Stone, the trading name of the Lottery-funded
Ingleborough Dales Landscape Partnership, in 2019, Sell Gill Barn was a roofless building
under threat of eventual collapse (Fig. 7). It is recorded on the YDNPA HER as MYD56394
as a ‘Field barn with integral outshot. Part of a dispersed farmstead cluster’, with an
assumed constructional date range of 1701-1800. It was surveyed by this writer in 2011 as
part of the YDNPA’s Traditional Farm Building Census, and given the record code HR98.

Fig. 7 Sell Gill Barn in 2011
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4.2 The barn is 7m in length by 6m in width with an outshot extending out at the southwestern corner for 4m by 2m to create an L-shaped building. On the east side is a walled
fold yard accessed from the walled lane running past the barn (Fig. 8). The barn has heavily
lime-rendered limestone rubble walls with five rows of throughstones in the east gable.
Visible in the fabric of the barn are a mucking-out hole and window in the west gable (Fig. 9),
a doorway in the north elevation and one in the outshot, both with sandstone lintels, a forking
hole and small window in the north elevation (Figs. 10 and 11). Within the barn, the cobbled
floor of the shippon survives as does the flagged ‘group’ (Fig. 12).

Fig. 8 Sell Gill Barn: fold yard

Fig. 9 Sell Gill Barn: west gable

Fig. 10 Sell Gill Barn: north (rear) elevation
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Fig. 11 Sell Gill Barn: south (front) elevation

Fig. 12 Sell Gill Barn: interior, west side

4.3 A survey undertaken in the Newhouses area included Sell Gill Barn (coded Newhouses
T) (Pacey 2010, 104). It was noted as a Variant Type C (two-door) barn, meaning it is an Lshaped barn which is a common form in Upper Ribblesdale, one extended from an original
rectangular box shape (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13 Sell Gill Barn: plan, west gable and original roof truss (Pacey 2010, 104)
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4.4 Pacey’s plan depicts, using stippling, the blocked doorway in the south-east corner of the
barn: this is interpreted by the present writer as the original entry to the barn prior to its
alteration from rectangle to L-shape (Fig. 14). The form of the limestone lintel above the
blocked door is indicative of a much older building than the HER’s suggested 1701-1800
time span. Also indicative of a much older building are the partly visible remains of a boulder
plinth at the base of both gables (Fig. 15): such plinths predate the introduction of
foundations. These two features can be taken as probable evidence that the original barn
was constructed in the sixteenth century.

Fig. 14 Sell Gill Barn: blocked doorway in south-east corner

Fig. 15 Sell Gill Barn: plinth to east gable

5. Sell Gill House: HER Entry
5.1 The farmhouse ruins are recorded on the HER as MYD36988 and described as ‘Sell Gill
Barn. Ruined field barn surviving in a field wall’, dated to between 1701 and 1800. It is likely
that this erroneous labelling results from the OS First Edition’s labelling of it as Sell Gill Barn.
It is entered as 22m by 20m with the north wall said to be ‘lost’ and the west gable surviving
in good condition: these should read south wall and east gable. Fig. 20 shows the building
prior to this project’s excavation and surveying programme.
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Fig. 20 Sell Gill farmhouse prior to excavation and surveying, seen from the south-west.
The 2m ranging pole is at the south-west corner. Note the two collapse holes in the east gable.

6. Procedures
6.1 In line with Aims b and d, the following procedures were adopted:
a. exposure by excavation of all wall lines, specifically the collapsed south side wall and any
internal dividing walls,
b. identification of doorways, other than the obvious blocked external door in the north-east
corner, in both external and dividing walls,
c. determination of wall and doorway widths,
d. determination of the number of cells and bays within the building,
e. exposure by excavation of selected areas along the outside of the building to identify
possible plinths,
f. exposure by excavation of selected internal areas to determine the survival and form of
floor surfaces,
g. identification of any surviving evidence of a threshold at the blocked doorway in the northeast corner,
h. determination of floor levels within the building, whether stepped down from east to west
or sloping,
i. determination of whether the building was constructed as one event or at different periods,
j. seeking evidence of what functions each cell may have served as originally intended, and
how these functions changed over time,
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k. stabilisation of masonry which appeared at the outset to be under threat of collapse,
notably in the east gable (see Figure 20).
These procedures were implemented on seven discrete days spread over five weeks with a
total of 65 volunteer days contributed by eleven participants and a further nine on-site days
contributed by the project leader.

7. Sell Gill Farmhouse: Results
7.1 Externally, the building measures 20.3m in total length along the north side and the
south side; width at the east gable is 5.6m and at the west gable 6.05m so it is not a perfect
rectangle though both diagonals were recorded as 21m (Fig. 21).

Fig. 21 Measured plan on completion of the excavation process

7.2 Wall lines
All walls are built of local limestone with a variable degree of field-clearance sandstone
cobbles.
Wall A – the north wall – extends the full length of the building. Adjacent to the blocked
doorway (BD on Figure 21) in the north-east corner it survives to a maximum height of 2.5m
which is basically the original height. At the 3m point from the north-east corner it reduces to
2m as some stone from the uppermost courses has toppled outwards; and at the 15m point
it also stands to a height of 2m. It is clear from ground evidence that this wall never had any
windows and the sole puncture through the wall is blocked doorway BD. The north wall is
dominantly composed of blocky limestone with some sandstone cobbles and Helwith Bridge
flagstone, all lightly lime mortared.
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Fig. 22 Wall A, internal view, looking north

Wall B – the east gable – stands almost to its original height and width. At the ridge apex it is
3.9m high from the floor surface; at the north-east corner 2.4m and at the south-east corner
2.5m. This wall also never had any windows or other type of aperture. Compared with the
north wall, the east gable has a more even mix of blocky limestone and sub-rounded
sandstone, again lime mortared.

Fig. 23 Wall B, internal view, looking east

Wall C – the east end of the south wall – was robbed out at some point after the building was
abandoned and running from the south-east corner it only extends for a distance of c. 4m.
Prior to excavation it was only visible at the corner but work during the project to remove
rubble exposed Wall C’s full length and surviving height, the latter being 1.8m on its internal
face. This stretch of basal wall is dominantly of limestone, lime mortared.

Fig. 24 Wall C, looking east
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Wall D – the internal wall dividing Cell 1 from Cell 2 (see Figure 21) was exposed by
removing rubble for its full length of 4.8m though at the northern end it had survived to a
maximum height of 750mm above the floor for a length of 1.7m. It was composed of mixed
limestone and sandstone though, as would be expected for an internal wall, average stone
size was significantly less than in Walls A, B and C. It was lime mortared. Much of this wall
has been robbed out – there was insufficient stone rubble for it to have decayed and
collapsed.
Wall E – the central section of the south wall – was not visible at all prior to excavation and it
has only survived in its basal courses. The large amount of rubble outside the building along
this length suggests the wall collapsed over time or was demolished for safety reasons, or
both: it had not been robbed out. Between Wall C and Wall E all stone from the south wall
was taken away completely at some point after abandonment (R on Figure 21). Where Wall
E meets Wall G in the south wall an external doorway (D2) was built into the structure.
Wall F – the dividing wall between Cell 2 and Cell 3 – had also either collapsed or been
demolished, or both, given the large quantity of rubble within Cell 3 and to a lesser extent
Cell 2. Selective removal of rubble exposed the full length of Wall F and a trench dug in the
north-west corner of Cell 2 (b1 on Figure 21) exposed its full surviving height at 900mm. It
was lightly lime mortared, solidly built and well coursed with blocky limestone.
Wall G – the western section of the south wall – was similarly invisible, apart from at the
south-west corner, but was exposed by excavation for its full surviving height. At this corner
the wall survives to a height of 1.3m. All of Wall G was solidly built with large-to-massive
blocky limestone and massive limestone quoins forming the actual corner.

Fig. 25 Wall G, looking north-west
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Fig. 26 Wall G, looking east to Walls E and D

Wall H is a continuation of Wall A, beyond the point where Wall K heads northwards from the
building. It is identical in form to Wall A though only survives as the basal courses.
Excavation on both sides of Wall H exposed its full surviving height and form, namely large
blocky limestone.
Wall J – the west gable – survives for its full length but only as its basal courses. It is almost
entirely composed of large blocky limestone, well mortared and solidly built. It was fully
exposed internally only at the north-west and south-west corners because of the amount of
rubble within Cell 3.

Fig.27 Wall G at the junction with Wall J

Wall K is now part of the field wall dividing the ‘ancient enclosures’ from the open moor but
for the first 3m or so it formed part of the building: it is tied in to the north wall and built in the
same large-to-very large, mostly limestone manner. It is interpreted as part of the west wall
of the outshot depicted on early OS mapping. A straight joint within Wall K may mark a
doorway into the now-vanished outshot.
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Fig. 28 Wall K, looking south-east
7.3 Doorways
Prior to excavation only the 900mm-wide blocked doorway in the north-east corner (BD on
Figure 21; Figs. 29 and 30) was visible but removal of rubble along wall lines identified three
more doorways. At the western end of the north wall a doorway (D1) gave access to Cell 3
from outside the building; this doorway was 860mm wide (Fig. 31). Just left of centre in the
south wall, between Walls E and G, was a further external doorway (D2), 900mm wide. This
was bounded on both sides by semi-dressed, chamfered sandstone basal jamb stones with
a recess in each to take the door: that on the west side of the doorway (J1) was 540mm from
inner to outer edge, less than the width of the wall into which it had been set (Fig. 32). The
east jamb (J2) was 570mm from inner to outer edge, slightly less than the width of the wall.
Thus, each of the three cells had access from outside the building – Cells 1 and 3 from the
north, Cell 2 from the south. The fourth doorway connected Cell 1 with Cell 2; this was
800mm wide. The north side of the doorway was formed by the north wall (Wall A) while the
south side was the butt end of Wall D; the doorway had no jambs (Fig. 33). A small piece of
timber set into Wall A within the doorway may have been part of the closing mechanism for
the door.

Fig. 29 Blocked doorway, external view
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Fig. 30 Blocked doorway, internal view

Fig. 31 Doorway D1 looking south into Cell 3

Fig. 32 Doorway D2, Cell 2, looking south of the building
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Fig. 33 Doorway D3, from Cell 1 to Cell 2, looking east

7.4 Wall widths
Over time, building walls generally reduced in width so they can be used as a proxy for
roughly dating the whole or parts of a given structure. In Sell Gill farmhouse there is a
considerable range of wall widths (Table 2).
Table 2 Wall widths
Wall

Width (mm)

A
B

650
north end 700
south end 600
700
600
750
Variable 600-700
750
Variable 550-650
800
650

C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K

See Figure 21 for the location of each wall

It would be expected that external walls, which had a greater weight-bearing load, would be
wider than internal dividing walls. Thus, at Sell Gill, the (surviving) north side wall (A) is
650mm wide; the surviving footings of the south wall (E and G) 750mm and (C) 700mm; the
west gable (J) 800mm; and the (surviving) east gable 700mm at the north end but only
600mm at the south end. The immediate question might be why all external walls are not of
the same width or why the east gable’s width is not consistent: it is possible that during its
life the house was modified or partially rebuilt. The fact that the south wall, between E and C,
has been completely removed (R on Figure 21) makes it impossible to determine if C was of
slightly later construction than E. It is also possible that Sell Gill’s builders were not master
builders but the people who intended occupying it and that their low skill level, and lack of
basic surveying equipment, caused individual walls to be of variable width.
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Wall J is the widest and is consistently 800mm: this can be explained partly because the
ground slopes down from east to west so a much stronger gable was required to counter
gravitational forces. Certainly, the quality of masonry used in this wall and the huge size of
many of the individual blocks are testament to this.
Wall H is in part narrower than Wall A – both the same north wall. This might be explained
by later modifications at the north-west corner of the building; however, with only the basal
courses of H still in situ it is difficult to be definitive here.
The two internal dividing walls – D at 600mm and F ranging from 600-700mm – are
consistent with these walls not having been prime load-bearing walls. The increase in width
along F from north to south may be due to the lack of skill mentioned above.
Wall K, clearly of the same constructional episode and style as W all A, and tied into A, is
also the same thickness as A. Being part of the ‘lost’ north outshot, K was also a loadbearing wall.
Looking along the south wall from the south-west corner to the south-east it is immediately
obvious that the Wall G section does not line up with C. Excavation along G, and removal of
overlying rubble, show that G not only has a pronounced wiggle but is also of inconsistent
thickness. It smacks of rather incompetent – or perhaps, more kindly, casual – workmanship.
7.5 External wall plinths
When examining and interpreting old buildings it is important to check for the presence of
wall plinths: before the concept of foundations was conceived it was accepted practice to
bed building walls on a boulder plinth with corner boulders generally more substantial than
those along walls. To this end, five small test pits were dug outside the building (a on Figure
21). In all cases a plinth was seen, about 200mm or so below present ground level (Fig. 34).

Fig. 34 Basal plinth along north wall A

At the south-eastern corner a massive corner boulder was exposed by excavation (Fig. 35).
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Fig. 35 Basal plinth at south-east corner

7.6 Cells and bays
In technical terms Sell Gill farmhouse can be described as a single-pile, three-cell, four-bay
building:
Single-pile means it is only one room deep. There was no concept here of a back room
and a front room,
Three-cell means that in ground plan here there were three discrete divisions divided by
stone walls,
Four-bay suggests that, given its length, the central cell must have had a centrally-placed
timber roof truss to support the ridge line of the roof, not necessarily making two rooms
within that cell but dividing the roof into two.
Cell 1 (see Figure 21) has stone walls on all four sides. The cell is 2.9m wide (east-west) by
5.6m (north-south). It has access doorways externally in the north-east corner (BD) and
through to Cell 2 in the north-west corner (D3).
Cell 2 also has stone walls on all four sides. It is 12m wide (east-west) by 5.3-5.6m (northsouth); as stated above, it would have been divided into two bays by a centrally-positioned
roof truss. It has access doorways through to Cell 1 (D3) and an external doorway in the
south wall (D2).
Cell 3, likewise, is bounded on all sides by stone walls. This cell is 3.1m (east-west) by 5.5m
north-south. It has an external doorway in the north wall (D1).
7.7 Floor surfaces and thresholds
To determine what, if any, floor surface has survived, five small areas were excavated (b1b5 on Figure 21); in addition, the immediate areas outside the three external doorways (BD,
D1 and D2) were investigated to look for evidence of thresholds. Two areas were looked at
within Cell 1 to confirm the presence of detail seen in b3 which was opened up first.
Cell 1 At the north end of this cell a strip 650mm wide was exposed from the east gable to
beyond the doorway through to Cell 2 (b3). What was found proved to be rather perplexing:
from the gable the first 1.3m revealed a crude flagged floor composed of five large slabs, of
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variable geology, laid in a crazy-paving style and packed with lime mortar (Fig. 36). There
followed an 800mm-strip of large cobbles followed by another 800mm-wide strip, also
crudely paved. To determine if this cobble ‘sandwich’ extended to the south wall a further
area (b4), 800m wide, was excavated for the full north-south width of the cell. No cobbles
were seen here and the floor consisted entirely of large slabs, again of different types,
forming the same crude crazy-paving effect (Fig. 37). In blocked doorway BD a crudelyflagged external threshold was exposed by excavation (Fig. 38).

Fig. 36 Area b3, looking east through doorway D3. The cobbled area
is seen at the far end of the ranging pole; the slight step down is at the
ferrule of the pole

Fig. 37 Area b4, the floor surface against south wall C
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Fig. 38 Doorway D2 showing flagging within and inside the doorway

Cell 2 Area b3 was continued into the middle cell and further test pits were opened in the
north-west corner (b1) and against the north wall (b2). In b3, which was 600mm wide, and in
b2, also about 600mm wide, the floor was flagged throughout, laid on a lime mortar matrix.
Area b5 was opened up last to better understand the nature of the floor across Cell 2. A
curving strip was examined by removing all overlying turf and rubble; its width averaged
650mm and it was 7.2m in total length (Fig. 39). Opening up an area as large as this
enabled firm conclusions to be drawn concerning the nature of the floor. It had remnant
flaggy stone laid flat and bedded on a lime mortar matrix which in turn was atop a hardpacked, yellowish-brown, rammed clay layer with the consistency of concrete.

Fig. 39 Area b5, looking east, showing remnant flagged flooring
either end of the rammed clay surface

Cell 3 This cell has far too much demolition and tumble rubble which was logistically
impossible to remove, so only a small area immediately within doorway D1 was cleared. This
proved to have been made up of flagstones, not neatly butted against each other but crudely
set; it extended outside the doorway forming a solid threshold (Fig. 40).
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Fig. 40 The threshold in doorway D1, looking into Cell 3

Prior to excavation, it was apparent that there was height difference from one end of the
building to the other, sloping down from east to west. Exposing the areas of floor surface
enabled precise observations to be made. The total drop from the floor at the east gable to
the floor in test pit b1 is 460mm, with the decrease in Cell 1 and the eastern section of Cell 2
being 120mm and that from the middle of Cell 2 to the west end 340mm. Within doorway D3
there was a slight step down from D3. Exposing area b5 showed beyond doubt that the floor
in Cell 2 was by no means level whereas it was in Cell 1 and Cell 3.

8. Discussion
8.1 Finds
During work on site a range of artefacts was revealed within the building. Some relate to
modern activity suggesting that people were using it either as a camping spot or a place
where food was consumed. A Camping Gas canister, tubes and tins of food products and
such like may have been left by Scouts based at the former camp base at Fawber, possibly
in the 1940s-50s.
The majority of items are connected with occupation of the site as a farmhouse (Fig. 36).
They include:
Six heel irons, to fit boots from child to adult sizes
A harness buckle, probably from horse or pony furniture
An 18th-century pewter tablespoon bowl
Fragments of clear and green bottle glass
One sherd of blue and white transfer-printed tableware pottery, one base sherd with pink
fabric, and several sherds of brown-glazed ware commonly found on vernacular sites from
the 18th to 19th century
A quantity of hand-forged nails and bolts of varying sizes
Several items of pony or pony-cart furniture and fittings
Part of a metal door frame/fitting
A foot pedal from a piece of farm machinery, possibly a horse-drawn rake or tedder
Sandstone roofing flags and ridge pieces as well as roofing slate
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Fig. 36 Finds assemblage

These items were left on site inside doorway D1.
8.2 Summary
Dimensions
Sell Gill farmhouse is a very long structure measuring 20.3m in length with width increasing
from 5.6m at the east gable to 6.05m at the west gable meaning it is not a perfect rectangle.
The long south wall (E and G) was not built in a straight line but with a distinct ‘kink’ west of
the external doorway D2. Wall thicknesses vary. Internal dividing wall D is only 600mm wide
whereas dividing wall J increases from 600-700mm. External walls range in width from 650750mm.
External boulder plinths were seen along Wall A, at the south-east corner of Cell 1, along
Wall G and at the south-west corner of Cell 3.
Apart from where Walls C and D originally conjoined but is now destroyed, all walls are tied
into each other: no butt joints were revealed.
Doorways
In terms of width, all four doorways are broadly similar – the only internal doorway (D3) is
800mm wide, the three external ones 860-900mm. With widths such as these it can be said
that all were intended for people rather than livestock. The only surviving door lintel (in BD)
was not semi-dressed and not squared off at the top corners.
Flooring
Regardless of whether the floor seen during excavation represents one building phase
(flagstones laid on a lime mortar matrix in turn laid on a rammed clay substrate) or two (lime
mortar laid on clay in the earlier phase with the later addition of paving), it can only be
described as crude and vernacular. There was no evidence of paving slabs that had been
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cut with squared corners and carefully laid; rather the slabs were uneven in size and shape.
What was somewhat unusual was that floor level sloped down from east to west, with a total
drop of 460mm, including the small step down between Cells 1 and 2.
8.3 Functions
From documentary evidence – probate wills and parish registers – we know that Sell Gill
was a farmhouse from at least 1591 to at least 1788, occupied at different times by
husbandmen, yeomen or, latterly, farmers, a term that by then had become widely used
rather than the two more archaic descriptions.
From census records (and from 1847) OS map evidence we also know it had been reduced
to a ‘barn’ by 1841 – it is not possible to say when in that half century it ceased to be lived in.
As discussed earlier, the building has three cells but most likely four bays (Cell 2 having
been subdivided longitudinally). Cell 3 is only accessible externally (through doorway D1) so
was not part of the living space. Furthermore, with a doorway effectively no wider than the
other three, it was not a space used for keeping livestock though it could have been a stable.
On the other hand, it could have been a storage space typical of most farmsteads.
Cell 2 was the living space and originally it would have been one long room (ie one bay)
open to a thatched roof. At some point in its history, and quite possibly in the seventeenth
century which was typical in the Dales, the house was remodelled and likely to have been
split into two rooms (ie two bays) within Cell 2. The two rooms always had very sharp and
clearly distinguished functions: the housebody or bodystead which was the main room of the
house. In this room everyday life was carried on – food preparation, cooking, hanging hams,
eating, bible reading in the evening, knitting, entertaining visitors, were just some of the
functions of the housebody. It was the life and soul of the family and the household. This
room had external access: the presence of doorway D2, and the depiction on 1847 OS
mapping of a porch sited more or less at that position, strongly point to the western section
of Cell 2 as the housebody. There was probably a large fireplace, probably with an
integrated bread oven, in Wall F: the sheer amount of rubble against that wall made it
impossible in the time available to expose the base of the central part of Wall F to test this
hypothesis.
There would most likely have been a timber divide between the housebody and the second
room (or bay) which was the parlour. Parlours originally served as the private space for
husband and wife; later on it became a room akin to what in my childhood was referred to as
the ‘front room’, a space for special occasions and special visitors. Parlours generally did not
have external access but were entered only from the housebody. It is, therefore, very
unlikely that there was a doorway in the robbed-out section of south wall (R).
The whole of Cell 2 – according to the four excavated test pits – was floored with flagstones
atop a bed of lime mortar in turn atop a layer of rammed clay. Had this cell been purposed
for livestock it would have been cobbled.
What is unusual about this house is Cell 1. It has several characteristics that set it apart from
most vernacular houses in North Craven:
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1. It is very narrow – only 2.9m,
2. At the north end at least, it has a strip of cobbles in the floor,
3. It is accessed both from Cell 2 and externally by the blocked doorway (BD)
It cannot have been part of the living space. It cannot have been for housing livestock, given
its narrowness; the narrowness of the external doorway; and the fact that it is the highest
part of the building: shippons were always at the lowest end, for obvious reasons. Beyond
this, living space would not have had cobbles running down the middle. So, what purpose
could it have served? Running past the house is the walled lane (Harber Scar Lane now)
formerly known as Langstrothdale Road. This was the main route from Horton and Upper
Ribblesdale over to Upper Wharfedale; in monastic times it was the road from Jervaulx
Abbey in Wensleydale to their estate based on High Birkwith. A plausible explanation for this
small cell is that the families living here tapped into the opportunities provided by the road of
serving travellers – maybe with ale or victuals or saleable products from the farm.
Early OS mapping depicts a large outshot at the rear of and towards the western end of the
building. It is likely that Wall K is the sole surviving part of the outshot. What is odd is that
there is no evidence at all that it was entered from within the house: perhaps when it was
added on, the north wall of the house was so solid and substantial that the family concerned
found it easier to incorporate an external entry point. The wall head seen in Wall K supports
this contention. Such outshots served as a dairy and food storage space; the length as
shown on the 1847 map suggests the families based here were engaged in large-scale
production, maybe of butter and cheese.
8.4 When the house had ceased to be a residence, according to OS mapping it became a
‘barn’ though what it was actually used for cannot now be determined; it is likely that the
section of south wall (R) was removed at this time to create a wider doorway.
8.5 At some point, and this cannot be pinned down, the building was reroofed not once but
twice. The original thatch was replaced by flagstones and this, too, was fully or partially
replaced by grey slate.
8.6 A few salient facts can be stated regarding the building:
1. For most of its life it was a farmhouse but was downgraded to a ‘barn’ between 1788 and
1841.
2. It was lived in from at least 1591 but evidence in the building fabric suggests it was built
much earlier than this, possibly in the early sixteenth century. The presence of boulder
plinths, the nature of the monolithic lintel to the blocked door, the thickness of some of the
walls, and the total absence of windows in the long north wal,l are the key indicators.
3. The house was built as a single constructional event. Apart from the outshot and the
porch which may have been added on, the core of the building is all the same and all walls
are tied in to others.
4. The occupants of Sell Gill were all farmers though the earlier descriptor of ‘yeoman’ points
to its having been a holding of some substance rather than a lowly ‘peasant’ cottage.
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5. It is a very rare survivor in North Craven of a (more or less) untouched farmhouse from
the late or immediate post-medieval era. It may have been a sub-tenement of Fawber and
may have been in the ownership of Jervaulx Abbey.
8.7 Once archaeological work on site was completed, the building was left in a stable
condition: the two holes in the east gable were plugged to prevent further loss of stonework
and inevitable collapse (see front cover image); wall lines were stabilised and left proud of
the vegetation and clear of rubble so that the internal form of the building is clear to see; one
area of floor was left exposed as an example of what it was like across Cells 1 and 2; and
the top of the boulder plinth, as well as the threshold to the blocked doorway were left
exposed to enable a clearer understanding of the building going forward.
9. Appendix: Photographic Record
Frame no.
P1010
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
760
761
762

Date

Detail

18 May 2021

external doorway (BD)
external detail, NE corner
external wide view, NE corner
lime kiln site on the moor
lime kiln quarry on the moor
Sell Gill house and barn
N elevation, external
E gable, internal
E gable, profile
E gable, internal
SE corner, external
blocked door (BD), internal
N elevation, internal
Cells 1 & 2, dividing wall
ditto
doorway from Cell 1 to 2
Cell 1, internal
S elevation
chamfered door jamb, Cell 2
SW corner, external
interior view
ditto
Cell 3, east wall
ditto
W gable wall, top
W gable wall, external face
NW corner, external
Sell Gill Barn
Cell 2,possible internal dividing wall
fragment of internal wall
Landscape context of Sell Gill farm
walled trackway west of Sell Gill Barn
lower lime kiln
social
social
social
blocked shippon door in barn, external
E gable of barn, basal plinth
E gable of barn, external

19 May 2021

27 May 2021
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Direction
of view
SE
SW
SW
NE
W
W
SE
SW
NNW
NE
NE
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NE
NE
SW
SE
NW
SE
NE
SE
NW
NE
NE
NNE
ENE
NE
N
N
W

763
764
765
767
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
P1020
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
834
835
836
P1030
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026

15 June 2021

16 June 2021

1 July 2021

S elevation of barn, external
W gable of barn, external
W gable of barn, plinth at SW corner
N elevation of barn, external
N elevation
original shippon door to barn, internal
barn, internal detail
fold yard, east end of barn
social
social
social
social
social
possible medieval facing stone
social
social

NW
E
S
S
S
SW
NE
-

NE corner, external boulder plinth
ditto
external threshold to blocked door (BD)
ditto
plinth adjacent to doorway BD
N wall, centre, plinth
N wall, W test pit - plinth
Cell 2, S end, floor surface
Cell 1, S wall, top
Cell 1, S wall, inner face
Cell 1 and 2, dividing wall
SE corner, plinth
ditto
Cell 1, NE corner, floor
ditto
ditto
ditto
Cell 1, door jamb
ditto
Cell, 1, looking into Cell 2
C ell 2, N wall with floor surface
ditto

-

Cells 1 and 2 dividing wall, south
ditto
N corner, external
ditto
Cell 3, doorway
ditto
Finds assemblage
ditto
ditto
iron work
Cell 3, south wall
ditto
S wall, full length
Cell 2 doorway, W side
ditto
Cell 2 doorway, east side

N
-
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027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038

Cell 2, S wall
S doorway, threshold
ditto
Cell 2, S doorway, east jamb
Cell 2, S doorway, west jamb
Cell 2, rammed earth floor
Ditto
Cell 2, flagged floor
full building, final
ditto
Cell 2, floor
Cell 2, doorway

E
W
W
N

Note All photographic images are stored on disc in the project archive.
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